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Fall Semester: Tiny Travelers Toy Line

My Tiny Travelers Project begins with a toy line designed to help educate children about 
different cultures all around the world. I chose 4 countries to explore: Japan, Mexico, 
England, and Sweden. Each country comes with one house, one nature playset, and 2 
characters. The character designs are based on different cat and dog breeds that originated 
within each country.

Goal:
Tiny Travelers the toy-line would be able to introduce young children to the different sights 
and aesthetics of foreign cultures all around the world through an imaginative play style.



Market and Research

Who is my audience?
- Toy-line children ages 6+

What is already out there?
- Subscription boxes like Little Passports and Kiwi Co boxes.
- Toys such as Calico critters, and the line of Bluey toys.

Why is it different?
- Balances imaginative story play with educational visuals



Process and Planning



Mexican Clothing Concepts



Character Sketches



Nature Playset Sketches



House Playset Sketches



3D Models made in Maya 



Early Concept Sketches



Early Concept Sketches



Final Illustrations











Spring BFA



Spring Semester: Tiny Travelers TV Show

This Tiny Travelers Project has a similar goal as my toy line except the show is aimed toward 
older children who will be able to grasp larger concepts like embracing cultural differences 
and learning past the different stereotypes.

Goal:
The main character Willow moves with her mother's busy work schedule. With each new 
country, Willow learns about different cultures while overcoming her shyness all with the 
help of her new friends around the world. The first season begins in Mexico where Willow 
befriends the hairless cat family.



Market Research

Who is my audience?
- Children ages 9+

What is already out there?
- Bluey, Gravity Falls, Hilda

Why is it different?
- Tiny Traveler’s will have a focus on educating kids on 

foreign countries cultures through food, music, ect.



Process and Planning



Willow’s house layout



Character Sketches



Character Sketches



Willow’s Bedroom Sketch



Kitchen Sketch



Shopping Sketch



Cut Storyboards



Cut Storyboards



Cut Storyboards



Final Illustrations



















Thank you!


